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Thisinvention relatesto machinesforproducingprinted 
characters of diferent dimensions and more particularly 
to typewriting machines in which the characters are of 
a number of diferent widths. 

Ithas beenthepracticeintypewritingand like machines 
to advance a printing ribbon a uniform amount past the 
striking point each time a type bar is operated. This 
advancement took place immediately after a character 
was printed and in such an amount as to accommodate 
the width of the widest character (usually a capital"M" 
or "W")in the font of type being employed. These 
wide characters are seldom used when compared with 
the relatively narrow lower case letters such as "a,°"e,° 
"i"and "o°and with the narrow punctuation marks;and 
for this reason a considerable amount of wastage oc 
curred in the use of ribbons,such as carbon ribbons, 
which are passed throughthe machine only once. Since 
carbon ribbons are a relatively expensive product,itis 
expedient that the unused area of a spent carbon ribbon 
be reduced to a minimum. 

Accordingly,itis an object of thisinventionto produce 
a typewriter or like machine which makes the maximum 
use of the available area of a printing ribbon. 
A more specific object of the invention is to provide 

a typewriter or like machine having a mechanism which 
advances the ribbon in proportion to the width of the 
character printed. 
Another object of the inventionis to provide a Simple 

and compact variable ribbon advancing mechanism for 
typewriter or like machines thatisaccurate and reliable 
in operation. - 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 

variable ribbon advancing mechanism Which takes up 
ittle of the crowded space in a typewriting machine. 

Afurtherobject oftheinventionistoprovide avariable 
ribbon advancing mechanism that utilizes as far aspossi 
ble the existing elements of a typewriter or like machine 
and one which ofers the leastinterference with theloca 
tion and operation of othermechanisms in the machine. 

Other objects of theinvention wil be pointed out in 
the following deScription and claims.and illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings,which,disclose,by?way of 
example,the principle oftheinvention and the bestmode, 
which has been contemplated,by applying that principle. 

fn the drawings: 
Fig,1 is a vertical section through a portion of a 

typewriting machinein which the expressed invention has 
been embodied. 

Fig.2isanothervertical Sectionthroughthetypewriting 
machine showing the variable ribbon advancing mecha 
?1STI1? - 

Fig.3 is a plan view of theapparatus shownin Fig.2. 
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Fig.4is an enlargedview ofaportion ofthe apparatus 
shown in Fig.3. - 
The invention is disclosedin,the drawings as applied 

to a well known form of an electricaly driven power 
operated typewriting machine known commercialy as the 
"IBM Electric Executive." The "IBM Electric Execu 
tive" typeWriting machine is provided with mechanisms 
for advancing the platen Supporting carriage in a letter 
spacing direction in proportion to the width of the char 
acter printed,which mechanismare disclosed in the U.S. 
Patent No,2,547449,'issued April 3,1951,to R. D. 
Dodge,It will be understood,however,that the inven 
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in the side plates 1 of the machine, 

2 
tion may be applied to other forms of power operated 
typewriters andeven to manualy operated typeWriters. 

Thetypewritershownisprovidedwithsideplates1con 
stituting part of a rigid machine framework, a pair of 
grooved front and rear carriage rails 2 and 3,a carriage 
4 having a rotatable work platen 5 and suitably biased 
for movement in a letter spacing direction,and truck 
roller assemblies 6 for movably supporting a grooved 
channel spaced member 7 of the carriage on the rails 
2 and 3. The typewriter also includes in additionto a 
power roller 10 continuously rotatable by a suitable elec 
tric motor(notshown),a keyactuated type baroperating 
mechanism 12,a Space selecting mechanism 14,and a 
variable escapementmechanism16forthe carriage,The 
escapement mechanismis operatively connected with the 
type bar operating mechanism to release the carriage 4 
for a movement proportionalto the minimum character 
width(usually two units)eachtime a type bar operating 
mechanism is actuated,However,whenever atype bar 
Having a character of one of the three conSecutive large 
widths(usualy three,four and five units)in a font of 
typeis struck,the space Selecting mechanism operatively 
connected with each of the operating mechanism for the 
type bars bearings characters of the larger width,actu 
ates the escapement mechanism to release the carriage 
foradditionalmovement proportionalto the addedwidth 
of the character, 
The numeral 18 designates one of the key levers of 

which there isone foreach Set of characters. Each key 
1eyer 18is pivoted on a cross rod 20 Suitably Supported 

Each key lever 18 
is provided with a fingerbutton24and a restoringspring 
26 which urgesthe key lever 18in a counterclockwise 
direction (Fig,1),The forward or right-hand ends of 
the key levers are guided in slots 28 in a keyguide bail 
30 which is also suitably mounted on the side plates 1. 
A character printingtype bar32is provided foreach 

Key lever 18. Each type bar,asis usualin the art,may 
be provided with two types 34 constituting a set of 
characters comprising respectively upper and lower case 
characters. The type bars 32 are supported in a type 
basket 36 whichincludes the usual segment 38 and the 
type bars are pivotedin the Segment bythe usual curved 
pivotwire40. The Segment38isslotted to accommodate 
thetype barsand,since thesegment is curved,thetype 
bars recline on the type rest 42 of the type basket at 
the angle shown in Fig,1,-but at diferent levels in the 
machine. 
Each type bar 32 is moved by a corresponding type 

bar operating mechanism 12,Each type bar operating 
nechanism 12includes a sub-lever 44 connected by a 
1ink 4áto an extension32a formed in theassociatedtype 
bar32. It will be evident that rocking of a sub-lever44 
clockwise,acts through a link 46 to rotate the corre 
Spondingtype bar32 in a counterclockwise directionto 
engage one orthe other ofthetype characters-34 with a 
worksheet on the platen 5,the type striking through the 
usual ribbon,At the printingpoint thetypes areguided 
by a type guide 48 which is Secured to the front face 
cf the Segment 38,The type guide 48 slidably supports 
a ribbon vibrator50 whichis mounted onthe upperend 
of a link 52 pivoted atits lower end to a lever 54,A 
Suitable means(not shown) is used for actuating the 
ribbon lever 54. 
The lower end of each Sub-lever 44is formed with a 

deep notch at 44a which cooperates with a fulcrum strip 
56 having a rounded nose 56a. The nose 56a is kept 
Seatedin the notch 44a by means of a Spring58 anchored 
tothe lowerend ofthe Sub-lever44 belowthe notchand 
to a lug56b formed onthe fulcrum strip56. The Spring 
58 not only serves to holdthe sub-lever44 on the pivot 
of nose 44a,butalso tends to restorethe sub-leverwhen 
it has been actuated as hereafter described and,in-? 



3 
cidentaly,assists in restoring the type bar 32 afterit 
has made its impression, 

Each type bar operating mechanism also includes a 
Somewhat L-shaped cam element 60 pivoted at62 on the 
Sub-leyer 44. This cam element 60is provided with a re 
storing Spring 64 whichis anchored to an ear60a formed 
on the cam element and to a lug445 struckfrom the sub 
lever 44. The cam element 60is provided with a spiral 
tread at 60b designed to cooperate with the powerroller 
10 Which rotates continualyin the direction of the arrow 
(Fig,1) while the machine is in use Normally,how 
ever,the upper end of the tread clears the power roler 
with the parts in the position shown whichis the normal 
position. 

Each cam element 60 has an elongated tail piece 69c 
which ordinarily is held in engagement with a lug 66a 
on a release member orinterposer 66 by the spring 64. 
The release member 66 is provided with a slot 665 
through which passes a stud 68 carried by an arm 44c 
formingpart of the Sub-lever 44. A Spring70,connected 
to anear 66c formedin the release member66just beloy 
and to the right of the stud 68 and to a lug44d formed 
in the arm 44c of sub-lever 44,holds the release mem 
ber 66 with the stud 68 at the right-hand end of the slot 
665 and also normally holds member 66 with its exten 
sion 66d up against the lug44d The member 66 hasa 
1ug 66e which liesin the path of a short extension or lug 
18a on the character key Iever18. 
When the character keylever ?8is depressed,the mem 

ber 66 will be rocked slightly counterclockwise by the 
engagement of the lug18a with the lug66e. This rocks 
the cam 69 slightly clockwise suficiently to bring the 
upper end of the tread 60b into engagement with the Sur 
face ofthepowerroller10. Thereafter,thepowerroler 
10 drives the cam 6@in a clockwise direction and,dueto 
the eccentric shape of the tread 605 with respect to the 
cam member pivot 62,pushes the stud 62to therightin 
a Short arcuate path,thereby Swingingthe sub-lever44in 
a clockwise direction on pivot56a and,through the link 
46, operating the type bar32 to efect animprint from 
one of the types34. 
The variable escapement mechanism,operative to re 

lease the biased carriage in a letterspacing direction each 
time a type baris actuated for a limited movement pro 
portional to the width of the character printed,com 
prises a Series of biased pawls 72 mounted ina block 74 
on the rear carriage rail 3 of the typewriterso as to en 
gage an escapement rack 76 carried by the carriage 4 on 
the bottom of the channel-shaped member7 The pawls 
72 are disposed transversely of the machine(that is, 
parallel to the escapement rack)and are slidably and 
pivotaly mounted on a vertically extending stud by 
means of Slots having an efective length equal to the 
pitch of the rack. The pawls 72 difer from each other 
in length by one unit of spacing and the slots are spaced 
the Same distance from the toothed end of each pawl. 
It reSults that the toothed end of the pawls will engage 
one or both of two adjacent teeth on the escapement 
rack when the latteris being held stationary and that the 
free or other ends of the pawls will be spaced from each 
other by one unit of spacing. 
The amount Cf movement for which the carriage is re 

leased by the escapement mechanismis dependent on the 
number of pawls 72 having the farthest extending ends 
that are Swung out of engagement with the rack 76. If 
the pawl,whose free end extends the farthest,has its 
toothed end Swung clear of the rack,the carriage wiI 
be permitted to undergo a movement equal to one unit 
of Spacing,Similarly,if the pawl,whose free end is 
Spaced one unit from the farthest extendingfree end also 
has its toothed end Swung out of the rack,the carriage 
Wil be permitted to undergo a movement equal to two 
units of Spacing Hence,whenever al the pawis whose 
free ends extend beyond a selected point are swung out 
ofengagement with therack,the carriage will be released 
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to move a number of units of spacing corresponding to 
the number of pawls that were swung. 
The Swinging of the desired number of pawls is ob 

tained through the use of a group of four fiat inter 
poSers 78,each one unit of Spacing in thickness and 
held in Side by side sliding contact by a cage 80,The 
cage is provided with a stud 82 on which all the inter 
posers are pivotaly mounted,The three right hand 
interpoSers are mounted on the Stud 32 by means of 
slots 7?a whereby they may also be Shifted vertically 
to dispGSe & portion 78b in the path of movement of a 
common operating member 84. The left hand inter 
poSer is not recessed at 78c as are the three right hand 
interpoSers and for this reason it will be Shifted each 
time the operating member 84is Swung onits pivot 84a. 
Hy disposing the interposers So that the left hand inter 
PoSer engages only the two pawls 72 whose free ends 
extend the farthest and by connecting the operating 
member 84 through a link 86 with a univerSal bar 88 
disposed in the path of al of the type bars 32,pro 
Vision Will have been made for reieasing the carriage 
to move the minimum two units of spacing each time 
a character is printed,Such a disposai of the left 
handinterposer locateseach of the three right handinter 
posers So that they will engage respectively when Swung 
the three pawls,the four pawis,and the five pawls whose 
free ends extend the farthest. Hence,by raising the 
Second,third or fourth interposer from the left hand 
end of the group of interposers,the carriage will be 
reieaSed reSpectively.for three,four,or five Space units 
of trayel after a type bar is struck. 
The raising of the three right hand interposers is 

efected through the Space Selecting mechanism 14 
which,as Shown in Figs,1 and 2,is mounted under 
neath the keyboard justin front,thatis,to the right in 
Fig,1,of the power roler 19. It includes a series of 
three bail members 96A,96B,99C,respectively con 
nected to the three right interpoSers 78,a Series of bail 
member operating bars 92 respectively shiftable by the 
Cperating mechanism of each type bar bearing a lower 
or an upper case character of more than two units of 
width,a pair of vertically shiftable plates 94 for sup 
porting the bail members and efecting operating con 
nections between the bai members and their operating 
bars when an upper case letter is printed that is dif 
ferent from thoSe efected when a lower caSe letter is 
printed,and a rockable shaft 96 for locating the bail 
member Support plates according to the case of the 
character being printed. 
The cross shaft 96 is journalled in the Side frames 

of the typeWriter underneath the front ends of the Key 
levers ?8. Adjacent the Side frames the shaft 96 is 
circumferentialy grooved to receive and guide the ver 
ticaly slotted upper ends 94a of the Support plates 94 
in which the ends of the three selector bails are pivot 
ally received To compel the Support plates 94 as a° 
whole to move verticaly and linearly, any Suitable addi 
tional guide means may be provided such as studs fixed 
to the end plates and Slidably received in Vertical Slots 
in the lower ends of the Support plates. Each bail 
depends from the Support plates and consists of a bight 
portion extending across the key board and cranks for 
mounting the bight portion in ofset relation upon crank 
pins pivoted in the end plates,Fixed to the shaft 96 
near its ends to shift the plates vertically upon rotation 
of the shaft are parallel levers 96a each of which has 
a pin thatis pivotally and slidably received in a hori 
zontaly extending Slot 94b formed in the correspond 
ing Support plate 93. 
To rock the Shaft 96 another lever 965 is fixed to it. 

The free end of this leveris connected by a link 98 to 
a lever99 mounted on a shaft ?00 that forms part of 
the usual shift mechanism(not shown) of the typewriter, 
Whenever the shift mechanism is actuated to enable the 
typewriter to print upper case letters,the shaft 100 is 
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rotated clockwisetorock the shaft 96counterclockwise 
and raise the support plates 94 and bails 90 vertically. 
The bai members 90A,90B,90C are operatively 

connected with respective ones of the three right hand 
interposers 78 through similar sets of arms101,links 
102,and bel cranks 103. The arms 101 are pivotaly 
mounted at their upperends on the rockable shaft 96 
and are pivotally connected at theirlower ends to re 
Spective ones of the links 102. The arms 101a,101b, 
191c are formed so asto lie directy behind correspond 
ing ones of the bail members 90A,90B,90C and be 
moved by them when they are rocked. The links 102 
are connected at their rearward ends to depending arms 
ofcorrespondingones ofthe belcranks103 The other 
arms of the bell cranks extend horizontally rearward 
from the fixed bel crank pivot 103a and are bifurcated 
at their free ends to receive lugsformed on correspond 
ing ones of the three right hand interposers 78. It 
results that rearward swinging of one of the bail mem 
bers 90 rocks the corresponding arm101 to shift a link 
102,rock a bell crank 103,and raise a corresponding 
interpoSer 78 into the path of the common operating 
member 84. In the embodiment shown,the bail mem 
ber 90A has been operatively connected with the three 
unit interposer,the bail member 90B with the four unit 
interposer,and the bail member 90C with the five unit 
interposer. A Spring104and a cooperating stop member 
104a engage each of the bel cranks to urge the respec 
tive arms101 to a normalposition in which they hold the 
bail members slightly forward of their gravitational 
positions. 
One of the series of bars 92 is shifted to operate one 

of the bai members 90 whenever a character having a 
width of more thah two units is printed. Each bar92 
extends horizontaly and rearwardly from beneath the 
bail members and is guided for endwise movementatits 
front end by a slot 92a slidably received on a cross-bar 
105. The rearward ends of the operating bars 92 are 
pivotaly connected at 106 with the lower ends of the 
sub-levers44 of the respective type baroperating mecha 
nisms 12, It will be evident that the rocking movement 
undergone by a Sub-leyer44 when a type bar operating 
mechanism is actuated will first act to move the corre 
Sponding operating bar 92 rearwardly from a normal 
position and then to restore it. 

Rocking of the bail members is obtained by disposing 
their bight portions in the paths of lugs 198 formed on 
the operating bars 92. Each operating baris provided 
with an individual lugforeach bai member thatisto be 
Operated by it,and these lugs are disposed directly in 
front of the bight portion of the corresponding baimem 
ber So that when the operating baris puled rearward, 
the bailmemberwillbe Swung clockwiseasseenin Fig.1. 
Hence by providing the operating barwith a luginfront 
9f the bail member90Awhenthe correspondingtype bar 
bears a character having a width of three units,or in 
front.of the bail member99B when the corresponding 
tyPe bar bears a character havinga width offour units, 
9rinfront ofthe bail member90C whenthe correspond 
ing type bar bears a character having a width of five 
units,the main carriage will be released for an eScape 
m* proportional to the width of the characterprinfed 

Since an upper case letter may be of a width iferent 
from that of a lower case letter,provisionismadefor 
Varying the efectiveness of lugs between the lowerand 
raised positions ofthe bailmembers Intheembodiment 
Shoy,this has been obtained by cutting aWay portions 
Cfful lugs,Such as lug198c,whichis Operative to rock 
the bai member90C whetherthetypewriteris printing 
*PPer or lower case letters. Lug108ais exemplary of a 
lug thatis operative to shiftits COrreSponding bai mem 
ber onlywhen a lower case1etteris being printed. Itis 
inoperative when the bail members have beenraised be 
Cause it lacks the top portion ofafull lug. fts top sur 
face inclines rearwardlyto guide the corresponding bail 
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6 
member back to its mormal position when the support 
plates94are Iowered,Lug108bistypical of those which 
rock the corresponding bail member only when an upper 

It represents a fuli lug 
that has had the bottom of its rearward Side cut away, 
leaviag nothingto shift the bail member for lower case 
letters. It should be remembered that whenever an op 
erating bar has a lug of the 108a or 108b type,the car 
riage will escape only two units in the other case,unless 
the other of the 108a or 108b type is provided for an 
other bail. 

In the embodiment shown,the variable ribbon ad 
vancing mechanism utilizes the space selecting mecha 
nism 14 originaly provided for the variable carriage 
Spacing mechanism for indicating the amount of move 
ment that should be imparted to the ribbon after agiven 
character of a font of type having characters of a num 
ber of difereht widths is printed. The variabie ribbon 
adyancing mechanism also includes a ribbon feeding 
mechanism ?i0,a power operated mechanism 112 for 
automaticaly driving the ribbonfeeding mechanismafter 
a character has been printed,and a mechanism 114 for 
controling the amount of motion imparted bythe power 
operated mechanism to the ribbon feedingmechanismin 
accordance with the indications of the space selecting 
mechanism. 
The ribbon feeding mechanism110 includes apair of 

Contacting rolers 116and 118 between which the carbon 
ribbon is passed So that rotation of the roHers efectsa 
drawing of the ribbon through the machine One ofthe 
rolerS H6is fixed on a shaft129 carriedina bearing 
housing f22 fixed in a plate 124 mounted in lateraly 
spaced relation to the left side plate 1 of the machine 
by bracket members f26 The roller116isformed by 
COVering a portion of the shaft with hard rubber aná 
Carries a gear portion 116a secured to rotate with it. 
The other roler 118is also surfaced with rubberand 

*ed to rotate with a gearportion118a Unikerofer 
?16 however,itis freely rotatable onashaft128which 
*_ig*y secured upon the free upper end of an arm 
139 pivotaly mounted at its lower end UpOn a Stud 
132 fixed upon the plate 124 A Spring 132 anchored 
at9ne end to alug124a formed on theplate124 puls 
*P9n_?? extension,130a beneath the piv6t point of the 
a* 139 to urge the upper end of the arm so that the 
Tubber Surfaced rolers engage each other orare placed 
in_Such proximate relation with each other tha? they 
Wil Coact upon a ribbon placed betweenthem to graSp 
it,and So that the teeth of the gears mesh to transmit 
a rotational force applied upon one of them to fhe 
other. 
The rolers 116 and 118 are rotated through a one 

*yclutch Connection between the shaft120andaiever 
134 rotatablymounted thereon,The lever134? forked 
at 9ne end 134a to slidably and pivotaly embrace a 
bushing136to whichitis rigidy but adjustably secured 
by a fastening138 extending through a slot formed in 
* toengage an apertured lug136a formed onfe bush 
ing 136 The bushing136?is rotatably mounted on a 
reduced portion 120a of the shaft 120?and is provided 
with a shoulder136b having an outersurfacef? With 
the outer Surface of the non-reduced portion of the 
*af,A coil Spring140 surrounds the^shoüer 1365 
of the bushing and an adjacent Portion of the abutting 
shaf to where a cip washer142 seatedinä circum 
*erential groove 144 formed in the shaft 120 locates 
*e Shaft_120 with respect to the fxed sieeve?22? 
internal diameter of spring140issuch thatit? Snugly 
yet frictionaly mounted on the bushing and the non 
Feducedshafportion,Thuswhentheleyer134is SWung 
*pwards as .Seen in Fig,2,the rotation of the bushing 
*,a direction gounter to the Winding of the spring 
tightens the Spring about the bushing and shaft in 8 
We! known "clutching" manner so fat* shaft and 
rubber Surfaced roler116 secured Upon the shaft are 
Totated counterclockwise,as seen in Fig,2,in unison 
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with the bushingand the lever. However,a later clock 
wise restoring of the lever and the bushing uncoils the 
spring and allows the bushing and lever to rotate freely 
of the shaft. The shaft 12@is kept from following the 
1ever and the bushing during the clockwise reStoring 
of the latter by a cambered-disk or Spider friction Spring 
137. The friction Springis provided with a central aper 
?ure by which it is mounted on the shaft 12@ in a com? 
pressed condition between an enlarged end 122a of the 
fixed non-rotatable bearing housing 122 and the ad 
jacent end of the rubber-coated roller ??6. ft wil be 
evident that the rolers will act upon the ribbon to move 
it in one direction only and that the amount of this 
movement will be proportional to the degree of restora 
tion perrnitted the lever before itis SWung upwards again 
as Seenin Fig.2. 
The power operated mechanism112 drives the ribbon 

feeding mechanism by rocking the lever 134 to and fro. 
It embodies a biased U-shaped member ?44,a cam unit 
?46 for moving the U-shaped member ?44 against its 
bias,and mechanism 148 for actuating the cam unit each 
time a type bar is struck,The U-shaped member 144 
is inverted and pivotally mounted at the end of its rear 
ward leg144a on a stud 150 rigidly mounted on the left 
side plate ? of the machine. A Spring 152 puls upon 
a lug ?44c formed on the U-shaped member f44 to bias 
the member clockwise as seen in Fig.2 and urge its for 
ward leg 14&b downward. 
The cam unit ?46 for moving the U-shaped member 

includes a suitable frame 153pivoted on a fixed Stud i54 
and biased counterclockwise by a Spring ?55 to a normal 
position in which it rests on a fixed Support 156,a cam 
158 rotatably mounted on the frame,and a trip lever16@ 
biased by a spring f6? to a normal position in which it 
is active to hold the cam out of contact with the power 
roller1@ in a well Known way,A detailed explanation 
of the construction and operation of such cam units may 
be found in the U. S. Patent No,2,540,031,iSSued to 
W. P. Hazelton on January 30,1951. It suffices here to 
point out that actuation of the trip lever releases the 
cam 158into engagement with the power roller 19 which 
then rotates the cam and,due to the eccentricity of the 
cam,acts to rotate the frame in a clockwise direction 
about the stud 154. The Spring 155 restores the frame 
?53 to its normal position when a recessed portion of 
the cam is rotated into a position opposite the power 
roller ?@, 
The cam unit movesthe U-shaped member l44through 

a link162and a bail í64. The bail 164is an L-Shaped 
piece rigidiy mounted on a shaft ?66 rotatably Supported 
on the side plates 1 of the machine by the fixed Studs 
159 so thatits ofset portion 164a extends between the 
legs of the U-shaped member144. The link162 is piv 
otally connected at its respective ends to the cam unit 
frame member 153 and the bai 164 So that clockwise 
rocking of the cam unit efects a counterclockwise or up 
ward movement of the bai member. It results that 
upward movement of the ofset portion 164a of the bail 
?64 causes it to engage the lower Surface 144d of the 
bight portion of the U-shaped member144 and Swingit 
counterclockwise against the bias of Spring ?52. By 
inserting a link 168 between the U-shaped member ?44 
and the lever134,the power operated mechanism is op 
eratively connected to drive the carbon ribbon feeding 
mechanism ?10,In the event that the machine is pro 
vided with an alternately useable cloth ribbon feeding 
mechanism suchas that disclosed in the Hazleton patent, 
supra,a link170 may be provided between Such a mech 
anism and a lug144fformed on the U-Shaped member, 
thereby enablingthe one power operated mechanism 1?2 
to drive both types of ribbon feeding mechanisms. 
The mechanism 148 for actuating the cam unit 146 

each time a type bar32is Struck,comprises a Vane i72 
rockable by each of the type bar operating mechanisms 
12and a link174 for moving the trip lever 160 of the 
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8 
cam unit 146 when the vane is rocked The vane is 
formed with a sleeve portion172a whereby itis rotatably 
mounted on the shaft 166and from whichit projects up 
wardly into the path of movement of lugs 176 formed 
Cn the lower end of each Sub-lever 44 of the type bar 
operating mechanism. Hence,whenever the sub-lever 
is rotated clockwise to actuate a type bar32,it also rocks 
the vane 172 counterclockwise,This rocking of the 
vane acts through a lever 178 rigidly connected to it to 
pul downward upon the link174 and actuate the trip 
lever ?63. Spring 161 which biases the trip lever also 
acts through the link 174 to urge the Vane to itS normal 
clockwise position,A slot i80 formed in the trip lever 
permits the trip lever to move independently of the vane 
when the frame member is rocked clockwise by the op 
eration of the cam, 

Since the lever ?34 of the ribbon feed mechanism 1í0 
and the U-Shaped member 144 of the power operated 
mechanism ?12 are interconnected by the link 168,it 
will be appreciated that the clockwise position to which 
the U-shaped member is permitted to move under the 
influence of its Spring 152 before the operation of the 
cam unit i46 determines the amount of ribbon feed ef 
fected each time a character is printed. Stated other 
wise the amount of counterclockwise movement induced 
in the U-shaped member ?44 and hence the amount of 
rotation applied to the feed rollers 116 and ??8 by the 
Iever 134 will be proportional to the nearness of Said 
Surface ?44d of the U-shaped member to the ofset por 
tion 164a of the bail ?64 when the cam unit 146 is op 
erated, 
The motion control mechanism 114 determines the 

clockwise position of the U-shaped member i44 before 
itis acted upon by the cam unit 146. It consists of an 
operating bar?82shiftable from a normal position by the 
space selecting mechanism 14 and a lever l84 normaly 
disposed in the path of movement of the farthest exten 
sion of the forward leg 144b of the U-shaped member 
but movable thereout by the bar to where it may be en 
gaged by a stepped portion 144e of the U-shaped mem 
beruponfurtherclockwise movement thereoforto where 
itis completely out of the path of the leg ?44b. The 
Iever thus establishes respectively,the first, Second and 
third clockwise positionsto which the U-Shaped member 
may be moved by its spring152. 
The operating bar 182 extends horizontaly and rear 

wardly from beneath the bail members 99 of the Space 
selecting mechanism f4 and is guided for endwise move 
ment at its front end by a slot 182a slidably received 
on the cross-bar 195 and at an intermediate point by a 
projection 182d slidably received in a vertical siot 183a 
formed in a cross-bar 183. The rearward end of bar 
182is supported by and pivotaly connected to the right 
hand end i84a of the lever 184 which rests upon the 
upper surface of a support bracket 186 Secured to the 
inward surface of the left Side plate i and is pivoted 
intermediate its ends upon a Stud188 extending upward 
1y from the upper surface of the Support bracket 186. 
Aspring190 biases the operating bar 182 to a normal 
position determined by the engagement of a lug 182c 
formed onthe barwith the five unit bail 90C in its nor 
malposition. The operating bar 182,the lever134,and 
the U-shaped member i44are So proportioned that when 
the operating barisin normalposition,the left hand end 
1845 ofthe lever 184is disposedin the path of movement 
of the farthest extension cf the forward leg f44b and 
acts to hold the U-shaped member ?44 in its first posi 
tion. 

?t wil be evident that U-shaped member ?44,the 
ink?68,and the parts of the ribbon feed mechanism f1@ 
may be so proportioned and arranged that the Counter 
clockwise angle through which the U-shaped memberis 
rotated from its first position by the operation of the 
cam unit ?46 wilcause the ribbon feed inechanism to ad 
vance the ribbon the minimum amount desired,Whie 



this minimum amount could be madeproportionaltothe 
width ofthesmallestcharacterinthefontoftype,namey 
two units,itis undesirable to do so as they are few in 
number and their use occurs at such widely Separated 
intervals that very little ribbon is wasted by making 
this minimum amount proportional to the three unit 
width of the next larger and much more predominant 
characters. This elimination of the two unit ribbon 
feedingincrement simplifies the construction of the de 
vice and thereby rendersiteasier and cheaper of manu 10 
factureand more reliablein operation. Theseadvantages 
more than ofset the very slightwaste of ribbon result 
ing from a ribbon advancement proportional to three 
units when only a two unit characteris printed. 
As has been pointed out hereinbefore,each time a 

character havinga width offive unitsis printed, the cor 
responding type bar operating mechanism 12 rocks the 
front bai90C of the space selecting mechanism 14 rear 
ward. Since the lug182c on theoperating bar f82abuts 
the bailmember90C when the operatingbarisin normal 
position underthe influence of thespring 190, the opera 
?ion ofthe bail member90C wilishift the operating bar 
its maximum distance rearward androtate the lever 184 
completely out of the path of the leg144b. Hence the 
U-shaped member will be permitted to_rotate clockwse 
a maximum distance to its third position in which its 
surface 144d rests upon the bail 164. The U-Shaped 
member,the ink 168,and the parts ofthe ribbon feed 
mechanism are also so proportioned andarranged that 
therocking of the U-shaped member through the Same 
counterclockwise angle that the bail144-undergoes when 
the camunit146is operated causes theribbonfeed mech 
anism to advance the ribbon an amount proportional to 
the five unit width of the largestcharactersin the font 
oftype. -,- 
When,a character having a width of four unitS iS 

printed,theintermediate bailmember90Bisswungrear 
ward. Aportion of this movement ofthe baimember isutilizedfoshifttheoperatingbar182tganintermedia? 
position in which it locates the lever.184 where? will 
beengaged by the stepped portion144e ofthe U-Shaped 
member Engagement of the stepped portion 144e with 
the1ever?84 establishes the U-shaped member 144in 
its second position from which it wil be moved by the 
operation of the cam unit f46through an arc suficient 
to cause the ribbon feed mechanism to advance the rib 
bon an amount proportional to the width of the four 
-unit characters,The portion of the movement of the 
bal member 90B necessaryto shift the operating bar 
to its intermediate position is obtained by forming on 
the operatingbaralug1825 whoseforward yertical egge 
isspacedfrom the bailmember90B when the operating 
barisin normal position,Hence,the bailmember wil 
undergo some movement beforeitengages the lug 132b 
and the efective portion of its movement uponthe 9p 
erating bar wil be less than that of the bail member 
99C with the result that the operating barwilbe moved 
to its intermediate position. 
The lug ?825 is ofreduced width and may be thought 

ofas beingafulliugsuch as182c whoseforward portion 
has been cut away The reduced width is neceSSary to 
insure that the rearward edge of the lug does notinter 
fere with the bail 90A when the operating bar 182:is 
Shifted rearWard. 

?f itis desired to furthersimplify the motion control 
mechanism,the lug182b may be formed of ful width 
as indicated by the dotted line in Fig 2 so as to abut 
the bai19@B when the operating bar is in normal posi 
tion. With this construction,the operating bar will ro 
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tate the lever clear of the leg 144b when a character 70 
having a width of four units is printed to cause the 
U-shaped memberto operate the ribbon feed mechanism 
so as to advance the ribbon an amount proportional 
to the width of a.five unit character Such a variable 
.ribbon advancing mechanism would then haye two 75 

10 
Stages:When either a twoor three unit character were 
printed,itwould advance theribbonforthreeunits;when 
either a four orfive unitcharacterwere printed,it would 
advance the ribbon five units, Obviously,in such a 
construction the notch formingthestepped portion 144e 
of the forward leg 144b ofthe U-shaped member 144 
could be eliminated,thus decreasing the cost of produc 
tion. The ribbon wastage arising from such an altera 
tion would not be excessive since the number of four 
unit characters is comparatively Smal in proportion to 
the number of three and five unit characters. 
On the other hand,ifitis desired to advance the rib 

bon in proportion to the width ofeach character printed, 
the first position of the U-shaped member as determined 
by the normal poSition of the operating bar is chosen 
So that operation of the power unit drives the ribbon 
feed mechanism So as to advance the ribbon an amount 
proportional to the width of a two unit character. Two 
Stepped portions are formed on the U-shaped member 
and these are So choSen that the ribbon wil be advanced 
-amounts proportional to the width of the three and four 
unit characterS. An additional lug is formed on the 
operatingbar So asto be Spaced a proportionatelygreater 
amount in back of the bail member 99A than the lug 
182b is Spaced in back of the bail member96B. Lug 
?82c and bail member90C would continue to move the 
1ever entirelyout of the path of the forward leg, 

Typewriters are often used for stencilling operations 
and to this end they are provided with a control for 
retaining the ribbon out of the path of the types 34 on 
the type bar,Such a controlincludes ashaft192 which 
is rocked clockwise from its position shown in Fig,2 
to inactivate the ribbon lever 54 which actuates the rib 
bon vibrator 50. - 

Since a carbon ribbonis fed through the machine only 
once,it is highly desirable that the ribbon feed be dis 
continued during the stenciling operations,To this 
end,provision is made forinactivating the cam unit146 
of the variable ribbon advancing mechanism. A bel1 
crank ?94is mounted on ashaft 1961ocated rearward of 
the power roller 10. One arm 198 of the bell crank 
extends upward and is provided onits forward face with 
an ear 200 Which may be disposed underneath an ofset 
portion 292 of the cam unitframe member153 that nor 
raaly rests on the stud 156,This earis urged forward 
toward that position by a Spring 204 anchored on the 
stud ?56 and connected to the otherarm296of the bel1 
crank So as to urge the bel crank clockwise about the 
Shaft. A Second Spring 208 is connected to the bell 
Crank to urge it counterclockwise. At one of its ends 
it engages the upStanding arm 198 on which the ear2@@ 
is mounted,and atits other end it engages a lever 2?0 
Xed on the control shaft 192 to rotate with-it,The 

SpringS2@4 and 208 are So tensioned that when the con 
trol shaft 192 is in the counterclockwise position shown 
in Which the leveris active to move the ribbon vibrator, 
the Spring208 eXerts a force on the bell crank Süficient 
to Overcome the tension of thespring204and move the 
be? crank counterclockwise until the upstanding arm 
?93 thereof engages a fixed stop member 2?2. When, 
however,the control shaft is rotated clockwise so as to 
inactivate the ribbon lever 54 and the ribbon vibratot 
5@,the clockwise Swinging of the lever21? decreases the 
tehsion in the Spring 208 to a point where it is over 
cone bythe tension in the Spring204and the bel crank 
?94is rotated clockwise until the ear 200 engages the 
side cf the ofset portion 202. Thereafter,the ribbon 
can be advanced but once after the stenciling opera 
tion is initiated,forthe ear 200.will move to a position 
underneath the ofset portion to prevent the return of 
the cam unitto its normal positionin whichthe cam ?58 
canengagethepowerroler10whenreleased The stud 
156is disposed in the path of movement of the upstand 
ing arm 198 and serves as a stop to limit the clockwise 
movement ofthe bell crank,Theupper end of the up 
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standing arm 198 of said bell crankis curved awayfrom 
Said rearward portion of the cam carrier to provide a 
camming Surface for directing the power unit toward the 
öaI"? 

While there have been Shown and described and 
pointed out the fundamental novelfeatures of the inven 
tion as applied to a preferred embodiment,it wil be 
underStood that various omissions and Substitutions and 
changes in the form and details of the device ilustrated 
and in its operation may be made by those Skilled in 
the art without departing from the Spirit of the iveh 
tion. ?t is the intention,therefore,to be limited oniyas 
indicated by the Scope of the folowing claims, 
Whatis claimed iS: 
1. fn a typewriter or like machine having a Series of 

type bars bearing reSpectively characters of a number of 
diferent widths,and a ribbon bearing a transfer medium 
operatively disposed at the printingpointin the common 
path of movement of Said type bars,a power actuator, 
power units drivable by Said actuator and operatively 
connected with the respective type bars,a Series ofinitiat 
ing Ineans for actuating Selectively the respective power 
units,feed means operable to advance Said ribbon, 
another power unit drivable by Said actuator upon opera 
tion of any of Saidtype bars,and means reSponsive to the 
operation of any of Said type bars to couple Said feed 
means with Said another power unit for a movement 
propcrtional to the width of the characterprinted. 

2. In a typewriter or like machine having a Series of 
type bars bearing reSpectively characters of a number 
of diferent widths,and a ribbon bearing a transfer me 
dium operatively dispoSed at the printing point in the 
common path of movement of Said type bars,a power 
actuator,power units drivable by Said actuator and oper 
atively connected with the reSpective type barS,a Series 
ofinitiating means for actuating Selectivelythe reSpective 
power units,feed means operable to advance Said ribbon, 
another power unit drivable by Said actuator,means 
cperable to actuate Said another power unit upon the 
operation of any of Saidfirst named power units,and con 
trol meanS reSponsive to the operation of any of Said first 
named power units to couple Said feed means with Said 
another power unit for a movement proportional to the 
width of the character printed. 

3. fn a typewriter or like machine having a series of 
type bars bearing reSpectivey characters of a number of 
diferent widths,and a ribbon bearing a transfer medium 
operatively dispcsed at the printingpointin the common 
path of movement of Said type bars,a power actuator, 
power units drivable by Said actuator and operatively 
connected with the respective type bars,a Series ofinitiat 
ing means for actuating Selectively the reSpective power 
units,feed meanS operable to adyance Said ribbon, 
another power unit drivable from a normal position 
through a fixed range by Said actuator upon operation of? 
any of Said type bars,means driven by Said anotherpower 
unit to operate Said feed means in a ribbon advancing 
direction Only,and control means operable upon actua 
tion of those type bars printing characters of diferent 
widths than the rest to vary the drive imparted to said 
feed means operating means by said another power unit. 

4. In a typeWriter or like machine having a Series of 
type bars bearing respectively characters of a number of 
diferent widths,and a ribbon bearing a transfer medium 
operatively disposed at the printing pointin the common 
path of movement of Said type bars,a power actuator, 
a Series of pCwer Units for operating reSpectively each of 
the type bars and each having an element movable into 
cagagement with Said actuator,a Series of character keys 
for moving respectively the elements of the power units 
for the corresponding type bars,feed means operable to 
advance Said ribbon,another power unit to be driven by 
Said actuator through a predetermined path of movement, 
a first member movable from a normal position by Said 
anotherpower unit through a fixed range,a Second mem 
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ber having a one-way connection with Said feed means 
and a portion disposedin the path of movement of and 
biased toward the first member,a third member Shiftable 
betweenpositionsin whichitis disposed in and in Which 
itis disposed out of the path of movement of Said Second 
member,and means operable by any of Said first named 
power units to shift the third member between.its posi 
tions accordingto the width of the character printed. 

5. In a typewriting machine or the like havinga SerieS 
oftype bars bearing respectively characters of a number 
cf diferent widths,and a ribbon bearing a transfer me 
dium operatively disposed at the printing point in the 
common path of movement of Said type bars,a power 
actuator,a Series of power units for operating reSpec 
tivelyeach of the type bars and each having an element 
movable into engagement with Said actuator,a Series of 
keys for moving respectively the elements of the power 
units for the corresponding type bars,feed means oper? 
able to advance said ribbon,another power unit operable 
through a predetermined path of movement and having 
an element movable into engagement with Said actuator, 
a first lever operatively connected with Said power unit 
for movement through a predetermined arc from a nor 
malpcsition,a stepped lever havinga one-way connection 
with said feed means and a portion disposed in the path 
of movement of and biased toward Said first lever,biaSed 
means shiftable from a normal positionin which it limits 
the biased movement of the stepped lever to a minimum 
to positions in which it can be engaged by the Stepped 
portion of the lever andin whichit is out of the path of 
movement of Said lever,and means having elements re 
spectively operable upon the printing of characters haV 
ing diferent widths to move said biased means from its 
normal position to its other poSitions. 
6,In a typewriting machine or the like having a Series 

of type bars bearing respectively Wo characters of a 
number of diferent widths and normaly operative to 
print one of said characters,and a ribbcn bearing a 
transfer medium operatively disposed atthe printingpoint 
in the common path of movement of Said type barS,a 
?ower actuator,a Series of power units for operating re 
spectively each of the type bars and each having an 
element movable into engagement with Said actuator,a 
Series of keys for moving reSpectively the element of the 
power units for the correSponding type bars, case shift 
mechanism Selectively operable to cause Said type bars 
to print the other of their characters,feed means oper 
able to advance said ribbon,another power unit oper 
able through a predetermined path of movement and 
having an element movable into engagement with Said 
actuator,a first lever operatively connected with Said 
power unit for movement through a predetermined arc 
from a normal position,a stepped lever having a one 
way connection with Said feed means and a portion dis 
posedin the path of movement of and biased toward Said 
first lever,biased means shiftable from a normal posi 
tion in which it limits the biaSed movement of the 
stepped lever to a minimum to positions in which it can 
be engaged by the Stepped portion of the lever and in 
which it is out of the path of movement of Said lever, 
and means havingelements positionable by Said case shift 
mechanism to form diferent operating connections with 
the first named power units by which they are respec 
tively operable according to the width of the character 
being printed to move Said biased means from its normal 
position to its other positions. 

7. In a typewriter or like machine having a carriage, 
a platen mounted on Said carriage,a Series of type bars 
bearing reSpectively characters of a number of diferent 
widths,a ribbon bearing a transfer medium operatively 
disposed in front of Said platen and in the common path 
of movement of Said type bars,and Spacing mechanism 
embodying Space Selecting means for advancing the car 
riage in proportion to the width of the character printed, 
a power actuator,a Series of power units for operating 
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respectively the type bars and each having an element 
movable into engagement with said actuator,a Series of 
character keys for moving respectively the elements of 
the power units for the correSponding type bars,feed 
means operable to advance Said ribbon,another power 
unit to be driven by said actuator through a predeter 
mined path of movement, a first member movable from 
a normal position by Said another power unit through a 
fxed range,a Second member having a one-way connec 
tion with Said feed means and a portion disposed in the 
path of movement of and biased toward the first mem 
ber,a third member shiftable between positionsin which 
it is disposed in and in which itis disposed out of the 
path of movement of Said Second member,and means 
embodying the Space Selecting means of the spacing 
mechanism and operable to shift the third member be 
tween its positions according to the width of the char acterprinted. 

8. A Variable ribbon adyancing mechanism comprising 
a pair of rolersin drivingrelationship to each other for 
advancinga ribbonplaced between them,a membermov 
able in a fixed path from a normal position,a power 
unit having a fixed cycle of operation and connected to 
Said member to move it through a predetermined range, 
a Second menber having a one-way connection with one 
of Said rolers to rotate it and disposed in the path of 
movement of Said first member,means biasing said 
Second member toward said first member,and a third 
member movable from a normal position in the path of 
moyement of Said Second member to anotherpositionin 
whichit permits the second memberto furtherapproach 
Said first member. 
9.AYariable ribbon advancing mechanism comprising 

a pair of rollersin drivingrelationship to each otherfor 
advancing a ribbon placed between them,a power unit Piyotalymountedforswingingmovementthroughafxed 
arc from a normalposition,a lever connected with said 
Powerunitformovement thereby,asteppedieverhaving 
a One-Way Connection with one of said rollers and a 
Portion disposed in the path of movement of said first ?ever,Springmeansbiasingsaidsteppedlevertowardsaid 
frstlever,andamembershiftablefromanormal position 
in Which it imits the biased movement of the Stepped 
lever to a minimum to positions in whichitcan been 
gaged by the Stepped portion ofthe leverandinwhichit 
is9? of the path of movement of thestepped lever. 
. 19·A.Variable ribbon advancing mechanism compris 
*ga Pair of rolersin drivingrelationship to eachother 
for adyancing a ribbon placed between them,a power 
unit pivotaly mounted for swinging movement through 
afxedarcfrom a normalposition,aleverconnectedwih 
said power unit for movement thereby,a stepped lever 
hayinga one-way connectionwith one ofsaid rollersand 
a Portion disposed in the path of movement of said first 
*ver,Springmeans biasingsaidsteppedlevertowardsaid 
frstlever,a member shiftable from a normalpositionin 
Which itlimits the biased movement of the stepped lever 
to a minimum topositionsin which it can be engaged by 
the Stepped portion of the leverandin whichitisout of 
the path ofmovement ofthe stepped lever,controlmeans 
operable to move Said member ifan amount of ribbon 
advancement greater than the minimum is desired,and 
means for actuating Said power unit to operate said first 
leverthereafter. 

11. In a typewriter or like machine having a series of 
type bars bearingrespectively characters of a number of 
diferent widths,and a ribbon bearing a transfer medium 
operatively disposed at the printing pointin the common 
path of movement of Said type bars,a power actuator, 
powerunits drivable bysaid actuatorand operatively con 
nected with the respective type bars,a series ofinitiating 
meansforactuatingselectivelythe respective power units, 
feed means operable to advance Said ribbon,another 
power unit drivable by said actuator upon operation of 
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any of said type bars,means responsive to the operation 
of any of said type bars to couple Said feed means with 
said another power unit for a movement proportional to 
the width ofthe characterprinted,a ribbon color control 
mechanism,and means shiftable upon the movement of 
said colorcontrolmechanism to stencilposition to render 
said anotherpower unitinoperative. 

12. In a typewriter orlike machine having a carriage,a 
platen mounted on said carriage,a Series of type bars 
bearingrespectivelytwo characters ofa number of difer 
eat widths and normally operative to print one of Said 
characters,aribbon bearinga transfer medium operative 
1y disposed in front of said platen and in the common 
path of movement of Said type bars,and Spacing mecha 
nism embodying space selecting means normally opera 
tive to advance the carriage in proportion to the width 
of the character on the type barthatis normally printed; 
a power actuator,a series of power units for operating 
respectively the type bars and each having an element 
movable into engagement with Said actuator,a Series of 
character keys for moving respectively the elements of 
the power units for the corresponding type bars,case 
shift mechanism Selectively operable to cause Said type 
bars to print the other of their characters and to ad 
just said Space Selecting mechanism So that the Spacing 
mechanism advances the carriage in proportion to the 
width of the other characters,a ribbon feed mechanism 
comprising a pair of rollers in driving relationship with 
each other and having said ribbon placed between them, 
anotherpower unitpivotally mountedfor swinging move 
ment through a fixed arc and having anelement movable 
into contactwith Saidactuator,afirstlever connected with 
Said power unit for movement thereby,a Second lever 
having a one-way connection with one of Said rollers and 
a portion disposedin the path of movement of and biased 
toward Said first lever,a biaSed member shiftable from 
a normal position in whichit limits the biased movement 
of the Second lever to a minimum to a position in which 
it permits the Second lever to further approach Said first 
lever,means embodying the adjustable space selecting 
means of the spacing mechanism and operable to shift the 
biased member to its other position before said another 
power unit is operated if a character having a greater 
width than the rest is printed,means responsive to the 
operation of any of Said type bars to move the element 
ofsaidanotherpowerunitinto contactwith Saidactuator, 
a ribbon color control mechanism,and means shiftabie 
upon the movement of Said color control mechanism to 
stencil position to render said another power unit inop 
erative. 

13. In a typewriter or like machine having a carriage, 
a platen mounted on Said carriage,a Series of type bars 
bearing respectively characters of a number of diferent 
widths,a ribbon bearing a transfer medium operatively 
disposed in front of Said platen andin the common path 
of movement of Saidtype bars,and an escapement mecha 
nism for advancing the carriage aftereach operation of 
a type bar; Selectively actuable power means for oper 
ating the reSpective type bars and the escapement mecha 
nism,feed means operable to advance said ribbon,means 
operable upon operation of any of said power means to 
drive Said feed means so as to advance said ribbon,and 
control means distinct from said feed means drive means 
and Saidescapementmechanismandoperableuponopera 
tion of the respective type bars to vary the operation of 
Said feed means byits drive means accordingto thewidth 
of the character printed. 
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